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You will never 
guess what my 

first teachable is?

What does this mean? What is “Multiple Intelligence”? How can I 
interpret my own score and apply that knowledge to assist my work 
with students?



Multiple Intelligences
Intelligence is the ability to solve problems or fashion products that are consequential in 
a particular cultural setting or community.  The creation of a cultural product is crucial to 
such functions as capturing or transmitting knowledge or expressing or transmitting our 
feelings.  (Howard Gardner)

The Essentials of Multiple Intelligences Theory (by Howard Gardner)
• Each of us has multiple intelligences, combined in unique and individual ways
• All intelligences can be taught, nurtured, and strengthened
• Everyone learns at different rates for different reasons
• All intelligences need to be equally valued

Type of Intelligence Key Points Demonstrations of 
learning

Verbal/Linguistic Spoken or written word Speeches, journals, story-
telling, word games, 
reading, discussions

Logical/Mathematical Numbers, calculations, 
logic, or critical thinking 
skills

Graphing, puzzle solving, 
analyzing data, sorting, 
hypothesizing, 
experimenting

Visual/Spatial Visual aides, visualization, 
colour, art, metaphor, or 
visual organizers

Drawing, sketching, 
painting, sculpting, 
building, map-making

Intrapersonal Feelings or memories, or 
give students choices

Goal-setting, reflecting, 
independent work, 
journaling, working with 
computers, choice 
activities

Musical/Rhythmic Music or environmental 
sounds, or set key points 
in a rhythmic or melodic 
framework

Singing, whistling, 
clapping, performing, 
creating music

Interpersonal Peer sharing, cooperative 
learning, or large-group 
simulation

Playing team sports, 
debating, conferencing, 
group work, tutoring, 
brainstorming

Naturalist Outdoors, classification of 
things from the natural 
world

Learning activities 
outdoors, measuring, 
observing, researching, 
collecting, classifying

Body/Kinesthetic Whole body or hands on 
experiences

Manipulatives, moving, 
dancing, acting, 
performing, making crafts, 
orienteering
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From the Curriculum Development documentation:

!;;ilfl"H-";T-M
'Write a poem, myth,
legend, short play, or news article
about...
Relate a short story or novel to...
Give a presentation on...
l*ad, a, class discussion on...
Create a radio program about...
'Sflrite a newsletter, booklet,
or dictionary about...
Invent slogans for...
Make an audioape of...
Conduct an interview of... on...
'Write a letter to...about...
Use technolog;r to write...
Others of your choice....

toctcAt- ^ffi=iMATHEMATICALMENU: ('>l!l
f,T*'."oproblems 

\ls!y''
Tianslate...into a formula...
Create a timeline of...
Design and conduct an experiment
on...
Invent a strategl game that.,.
Use aVenn Diagram to explain ...
Make up qylloglsms to demonstrate...
Make up analogies to explain...
Use...thinking skills to ...
Dorgn a code for ...
Categorize facts about ...
Describe patterns or symmetry in...
Use technolory to calculate...
Others of your choice...

KINESTHETIC MENU:
Role play or simulate...
Create movements to
"xplainr..
Choreograph a datrce of...
lnvent a board or floor garne of...
Make task or prrzlecards for...
Build or sonstruct a...
Attend a field trip that will...
Use the qualitia of a physielly-
educated person to demonsfate...
Dwise a scavenger hunt to...
Make a model of...
Use hands-on materials to...

INSTRUCTIONAL MENUS
in q' tJ $ f di €, (* f: f! Sr' r,1 {ir 4 (: f $, Ar f.l 6, ti) r:;

Desigp a product for...
Use technology to play...
Others of yout choice...

:i$:J"T:us,ef,or srgraph...
Create a slide show, videotape, or
photo album of...
Design a po$ter, bulletin board, or
mural ofr..
Use a memory system to learn...
Create artwork that ...
Make architectural drawings for...
Create advertisements for...
Vary the size and shape of ...
Color code the process of...
Invent a game to demonstrate...
Illustrate, paint, sculpt or construct...
Use the overhead projector to teach...
Use technology to &aw...
Others of your choice... r\

-}H^rMUSrcAr MEr{u: l@'
Give a presentation with
musical accompanimsal sn...
Write song lyrics for...
Sing a rap or song that explains...
Indicate the rhythmical panerns in...
Relate the lyrics of a song relate to...
Explain how a piece of music is
similar to.,.
Prcsent a short class musical on...
Make an instrument and use it to
demonstrate...
Use music to enhance the learning ...
C.ollect and present songs about...
Write a new ending to a musical
composition to rylain...
Create a musical coll"g. to depict...
Use musicd technologr to...
Others of your choice...

IIITERPERSONAL MEIIU:
C-onduct a meeting to...
Withapartner, use(out
loud ptoblem solvingl to...
Act outdiverseperspectives on ...
Participare in a group to...
Intentionally use...social skills to
learn about...
Do a service project for...

(a (lr {: i l:. {:i {1, ti f: q. (, i;! i:i ti; + iji e tl.

Teach someone else about...
Collaborativeh plan rules or
procedures to...
Address a local or global problem
by...
Give and receive feedback on...
Using one of your strengths, assume
a role in a group to accomplish...
Create a cultugram or rystems wheel
(see inurperonal chapter) of ...
Use technolog;r to interact with...
Others of your choice...

v

INTRAPERSONAI ME}IU:

ffi

Describe qualities that will help
you successfully complete. ..
Create a personal analogy for...
Set and prusue a goal to...
Describe howyou feel about...
E*pl"i" your philosophy about...
Describe your personal values
about...
Use self-directed learning to...
'Write 

a journal entrF on...
Fxplain the reason to study...
Do a project ofyour choice on.,.
Receive feedback from anotfieron...
Self-assess your work in. ..
Use technology to reflect on...
Others ofpur doice...

HL'#trJJSL #data-..
Keep a joumal of observations
about...
Compale weather phenomena t0...
Invent categories for...
Fxplain how a plant or anima[ sp6cies
resembles...
Make a taxonomy of...
Use binoculars, microscopes, ma$d-
fias, telescopes to...
Identifr the relationships between...
Gre for plants or anmimals to learn
about...
Describe the cydes or patterns in...
Specifr the characteristics of...
Attend an outdoor field trip to...
Use technologr to erylore...
Others of your choice...
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What Have I Done in My Classroom?
! When teaching Grade 11 Open Guitar, I needed to address various intelligences 

at one time. There were three distinct intelligences in my room: the visual/spatial, body/

kinesthetic, and linguistic. When teaching guitar chords, I needed to: demonstrate or 

model for my visual/spatial learner so that they could see my hands form the chord, 

describe the chord and finger positions to my linguistic learner, and use hand-over-hand 

to help shape the chording hand of my body/kinesthetic learner.

! My visual/spatial learners also benefitted from my use of the following public 

domain visual organizer:
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